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Rail Heroes

Approximate Finished Size: 56½” x 67½”

45325 R 45321 E45325 B

45324 RB 45323 B45324 RE

45324 E

45223 W

YARDAGE  REQUIREMENTS
DESIGN YARDS 12 

KITS
18 
KITS

24 
KITS

45320 R 1 
PANEL

1 2 2

45325 B ⅞ 1 2 2
45325 R 1 1 2 2
45321 E ¼ 1 1 1
45323 B ½ 1 1 1
45324 RB 1 1 2 2
45324 RE ¼ 1 1 1
45324 E ¼ 1 1 1
45223 W ¼ 1 1 1
45325 B (binding) ⅝ 1 1 2
45323 B (backing) 3½ 4 6 8
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Designed by Lisa Giesbrecht
Skill level: Intermediate

WOF = Width of Fabric

Cutting:   

45320 R- Panel
Fussy cut 1 piece @ 42½”w x 9½”h - trains (row 3)
cut 2 pieces @11½”w x 14½”h- Thomas vignettes (row 2)
cut 1 piece @18½”w x 14½” h- Thomas vignettes (row 4)
Keep Thomas and the train station centered in the cropped 
image

45325 B  Blue Tonal
Cut 4 strips @ 1½” x WOF; join the narrow ends of the strips 
using diagonal seams for the sashing strips;
sub cut 4 pieces @ 1½” x 42½”
Cut 2 strips @4½” x WOF; sub cut 2 pieces @ 4½” x 42½” 
Cut 2 strips @2” x WOF; sub cut 4 pieces @ 2” x 14½” 
Cut 3 strips @2½” x WOF; sub cut 2 pieces @ 2½” x 14½”  
sub cut 26 pieces @ 2½” x 2½” pieces

45325 R - Red Tonal
Cut 4 strips @ 4½” x WOF: join the narrow ends of the strips 
using diagonal seams; 
Sub cut 2 strips @ 4 ½” x 61 ½” 
Cut 2 strips @ 2½” x WOF: sub cut to 22 pieces @ 2½” x 2½”  

45321 E- Large Train with cream background
Cut 1 strip @6½” x WOF: sub cut 4 pieces @ 6½” x 7½”  

45323 B- Small Train with sky background 
Cut 3 strips @ 4½” x WOF: sub cut 18 pieces @ 4½” x 4½”  

45324 RB- Multi-color Stripes
Cut 2 strips @ 2½” x WOF; sub cut 21 pieces @ 2½” x 2½”  
Cut 7 strips @ 3½” x WOF: join the narrow ends of the strips 
using diagonal seams; Sub cut 2 strips @ 3 ½” x 56 ½” & 2 
strips @ 3 ½” x 61 ½” -for border 

45324 E- Cream Stripe
Cut 2 strips @ 2½” x WOF: sub cut 25 pieces @ 2½” x 2½”  

45324 RE- Red Stripe
Cut 1 strip @ 2½” x WOF: sub cut 16 pieces @ 2½” x 2½”  

45223 W- Cloud Tonal
Cut 2 strips @ 2½” x WOF: sub cut 21 pieces @ 2½” x 2½”  

45325 B NIR- Blue Tonal
Cut 6 strips @ 3” x WOF, join the narrow ends of the strips 
using diagonal seams; for the binding

45323 B Backing
Cut 2 lengths 63” x WOF. Join the 2 lengths along the 
selvages with a 1” seam.  Trim the seam to ½” and press to 
one side. Note: Seam will be horizontal when backing is placed.
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Rail Heroes
Sewing Instructions
Use a ¼” seam allowance unless noted otherwise
Press all seams open, before completing the next seam, unless 
noted otherwise.

Pieced Block assembly- make 4 blocks @ 6 ½” x 21 ½”- 
includes seam allowance

Rows 1 & 5
1. Gather the following pieces for each block and lay out as 
shown in the image below:

   2 pieces @ 4½” x 4½”- Small Trains
   13 pieces @ 2½” x 2½” of the following fabrics: 
 3- blue tonal
 3- cream stripe
 1- red stripe
 2- multi stripe
 2- cloud tonal 
 2- red tonal
 

2. Assemble each unit as shown below to make one block; 
repeat to make 4 blocks and set these aside.

3. Sew the Large Train 6½” x 7½” block to the left side of two 
blocks and to the right side of the other two blocks. 

4. Sew the blocks together with the trains on the left together 
to form Row 1 and sew the blocks together with the trains on 
the right to form Row 5. See the images below. Set aside for 
now.  

 

Make 2 Blocks Make 2 Blocks

Row 1

Row 5
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Row 2
Pieced Block assembly- make 1 block @ 14 ½” x 14½”
- includes seam allowance

1. Gather the following pieces for this block and lay out as 
shown in the image below:

4 pieces @ 4½” x 4½”- Small Trains
33 pieces @ 2½” x 2½” of the following fabrics: 
 6- blue tonal
 5- cream stripe
 6- red stripe
 5- multi stripe
 5- cloud
 6- red tonal

Piece this block together in rows as shown below

2. Row 1: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together to form 
four -patch and two -patch sub units; Now sew these sub 
units to the 4½” x 4½” squares.

3. Row 2: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together in a row, 
as shown below. Sew the top of this row to the bottom of 
Row 1.

4. Row 3: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together in rows. Sew 
the long sides of the two rows together. Now sew a 
4½” x 4½” piece to the right side of the two rows of 2½” 
squares. Sew the top of this row to the bottom of row 2.

5. Row 4: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together in rows as shown. 
Sew the long sides of the two sets of rows together. Now sew a 
4½” x 4½” piece between the two sets of squares. Sew the top of 
this row to the bottom of row 3. 

Panel Block assembly- make 2 blocks @ 14 ½” x 14½”- 
includes seam allowance

6. Gather the following pieces for this block; 
4 pieces @ 2” x 14½” - Blue tonal 
2 pieces @ 11½” x 14½” fussy cut panels
 
7. Sew the Blue tonal strips to the sides of each fussy cut 
Thomas panel as shown below. Press the seam towards the 
Blue Tonal strips.

8. To complete Row 2 sew the pieced block between the 
two fussy cut panel blocks as shown below. Press the seam 
towards the Blue Tonal strips. Set this aside for now.

Row 4
Pieced Block assembly- make 2 blocks @ 10 ½” x 14½”-
includes seam allowance
1. Gather the following pieces for this block and lay out as 
shown in the image: 
 3 pieces @4½” x 4½” Small Trains
23 pieces @ 2½” x 2½” of the 
following fabrics:
4- blue tonal
4- cream stripe
3- red stripe
4- multi stripe
4- cloud tonal
4- red tonal

Rail Heroes
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Piece this block together in rows as shown below:

2. Row 1:  Sew the 2½” x 2½”squares together first in rows. 
Sew the long sides of the two rows together. Sew the 
4½” x 4½” piece to the left side of the rows of 2 ½” squares.
 

3.  Row 2: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together in a row, as 
shown below. Sew the top of this row to the bottom of Row 1.

4. Row 3: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together first as shown. 
Now sew a 4½” x 4½” piece between the two sets of squares. 
Sew the top of this row to the bottom of row 2.

5. Row 4: Sew the 2½” x 2½” squares together first in rows; 
press the seams in the top row to the left and the seams in the 
bottom row to the right. Sew the long sides of the two rows 
together. Sew the 4½” x 4½” piece to the left side of these. 
Sew the top of this row to the bottom of row 3. Press the 
seam. 

Panel Block Assembly- make 1 block @ 14 ½” x 22½”- 
includes seam allowance

6. Gather the following pieces for this block
2 pieces @ 2 ½” x 14½” - Blue tonal
1 piece @ 14½” x 18½” fussy cut panels
 
7. Sew the Blue tonal strips to the sides of the fussy cut 
Thomas panel as shown below. Press the seam towards 
the Blue Tonal strips.

8. To complete Row 4 sew the fussy cut panel block 
between the two pieced blocks as shown below. Make 
sure the pieced blocks are rotated as shown in the 
image. Press the seam towards the Blue Tonal strips. 
Set aside.

Rail Heroes
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Quilt Top Assembly  Follow the diagram below to lay 
out the rows and sashing strips. Make sure everything 
is rotated correctly.

For the following steps, Press all the seams towards the 
Blue tonal strips.

1. Sew a Blue tonal 4 ½” x 42 ½” sashing strip to the 
top of row 1 & another to the bottom of Row 5. 

2. Sew a Blue tonal 1 ½” x 42 ½” sashing strip to the 
top & bottom of Rows 2 & 4. 

3. Sew the bottom of Row 1 to the Blue Tonal strip 
attached to the top of Row 2. 

4. Sew the top of Row 5 to the Blue Tonal strip attached 
to the bottom of Row 4.

5. Sew the top of Row 3 to the Blue Tonal strip attached 
to the bottom of Row 2.

6. Sew the bottom of Row 3 to the Blue Tonal strip 
attached to the top of Row 4.

Quilt center should now measure 42 ½” X 61 ½”.

For the following steps; Press all the seams for the bor-
der strips towards the last strip added.

Border 1 Red tonal
1. Sew a 61 ½” X 4 ½” Red tonal border strip to each 
side of quilt center.
Quilt center should now measure 50½” x 61½” .

Border 2 Multi colored stripe
1. Sew a 61 ½” X 3 ½” Multi colored stripe border strip 
to each side of quilt center.
2. Sew a 56 ½” X 3 ½” Multi colored stripe border strip 
to top and to bottom of quilt center.

Quilt center should now measure 56½” x 67½”.

Layer, quilt and bind.
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While all possible care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of 
this pattern we cannot be responsible for errors in printing or the 
way in which individual work varies.

Not For Resale/Jan. 2011
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